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is ;). basis on which to calculate other 
values. For ex:ullple, when the side 
1I01c is not small or when there are two 
side holcs cii:ul1etricaIly opposed, the 
intensification factors for small single 
holes arc nut valid. To account for 
lhe size of the side holt:, an expression 
fo r the longitudinal stress, Uri was de
vdoped basL'd 011 the net section of the 
c,linder cross section supporting the 
load; this automatically takcs into 
account thc eO'ect of changing the side
hole geollletry. 

Consider Figure 1 and take the pres
sure length of the side hole as three 
fourths of the hole length (this was the. 
case in the experimental work) . Thus, 

L = 3/4 (To - T,) (16) 

Xow because stress is equal to load di
vided by area 

force. 
0'. = ---.--

net area 

where n = 1 for one side hole and 2 for 
lhe C<.lse of two diametrically opposite 
holcs. Thus, from Equation 17, for 
the case of a single side hole (elliptic 
0: circular) 

po,rR2R. (18) 
cr, = (R - 1) lTrR,(R + 1) - 1.5] 

and for two diametrically opposite side 
holes 

P07rR2R. ( ) 
cr, = (R _ 1) [.".R.(R + 1) _ 3.0] 19 

where R, = side hole ratio; rJr, for a 
circular hole and rJ a for an elliptic 
hole. 

Case of Circular Side Holes. Equa
lion 17 gives an expression 1'01' the longi
tudinal stress ;\5 a function of the geome
try of the cylinder. To .assign the proper 
stress in tellsification values to (J"h and 
CT, for calculating the K factor for large 
side hole sizes, reference is made to the 
recent compilation of data by Peterson 
(5). Pertinent data from Peterson (Fig
ure 6) come from a consideration of 
two circular lioks in a plate subjected 
to axial loading. These curves show 
the effect on stress concentration of the 
proximity of holes; for a cylinder with 
two side holes diametrically opposed 

Table J. Intensification Factors 

Sicl,·lf"le 
ltuLiv, II. 

10 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 

li';,,<:tor for UII. 

Ci 

3 
3 
3 
2 . 96 
2.95 
2.92 
2 . 83 
2 . 82 
2.71 
2. 57 

JiI,cLor for u., 
'Y 

-0.92 
-0.90 
-0.83 
-0 . 86 
-0. 84 
-0.81 
-0.77 
-0.70 
-0.58 
-0.33 
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Figure 5. Superposition of Figures 3 and .4 

the proximity factor is interpreted 
as the side hole ratio, rJr.. Curve A 
of Figure 6 is used to arrive at intensifica
tion values for the hoop stress at loca
tion A, Figure 5. U on the plot repre
sents the hoop stress, Uh, in the cylinder 
which is intensificd to Um• x as shown. 
Thus, for the case of a circular cross
borc side hole, if R$ is equal to 7, CTh 

is intensified by a factor equal to about 
2.98. 

The intensification factors for CT, are 
obtained fro111 curve B of Figure 6. 
For this case CT represents the longitudinal 
stress, U., in the cylinder with a maximum 
value, CTma" as shown. This maximum 
longitudinal stress is positive, but ac
cording to platc theory it would induce 
a negative stress at a location 900 from 
U mnx (the Uh direction in the cylindcr). 
Thus, as an approximation, if CTm• x 

were 3u, the longit\ldinal stress would 
be reflected in the O'h direction as -CT.; 

if u,,, •• were 1.5 u, the longitudinal streMS 
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would be reflected as 50% of -1.0 
or -O.su,. Thus, from Figure 6, if 
the sidc hole ratio were 7, Uh would be 
intcn$ilied by a [<.lctor eqtwl to about 
2.98 and to tit is wOldd be added the 
clIect of the longitudinal strcss, -0.86 
u,. Intensification factors . for circular 
side holes have bcen listed in Table I 
for a series of cylindcrs. With these 
factors the stress-concentration factor, 
K, for the hoop strcss at the bore-side 
hole intcrface can be calculated as 
follows: 

(20) 

where a and 'Yare intensification factors 
determined from Figure 6, Uh is calculated 
from Equation 9, and (J". from Equation 
17. 

Case of Elliptic Side Holes. In an
alyzing the case of elliptic side holes the 
procedure used to determine the efl'cct of 
circular side holes is applied, exc('pt 
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Figure 6. Stress intensification factors 
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